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No. 2435 

"Displaced Palestinian Families North of Syria Lash Out at PLO & UNRWA" 

05-07-2019 

 

• Palestinian Refugee Shot Dead in Aleppo 

• Palestinian Girl Goes on Hunger Strike in London over Regime Attacks 

North of Syria 

• Palestine Refugees to Undergo Free Medical Checks in Lebanon  



 

Victims 

Palestinian refugee Ibrahim Reda Samara was fatally gunned down 

at Saadullah AlJaberi square, in Aleppo, as he tried to defend a 

woman harassed by pro-government militias. 

Ibrahim, a resident of AlNeirab Camp in Aleppo, is a volunteer at 

Liwaa AlQuds brigade, affiliated with the Syrian government 

forces. 

 

Latest Developments 

Displaced Palestinian families in northern Syria continue to rail 

against their tragic living conditions in the poorly-equipped Deir 

Ballout Camp. 

The refugees leveled heavy criticism at UNRWA and the Palestine 

Liberation Organization (PLO), along with other concerned NGOs, 

for failing to live up to their responsibilities as regards dozens of 

hopeless families taking shelter in Deir Ballout Camp. 

The families called for the need to provide them with much-needed 

cash aids, medical items, and relief services. 



 

Palestinian refugees sheltered north of Syria have been enduring a 

tragic situation. Most of them have been crammed in poorly-

equipped tents and denied their rights to vital services. 

 

In another development, Palestinian refugee from Syria 

Shadha Abu Weddou joined a hunger strike launched by a group of 

activists in London and other parts of the world to speak up against 

the abrupt killing of civilians north of Syria. 

 

Shadha announced her hunger strike on her Facebook account, 

saying she will keep up the protest move in an attempt to push the 

mass media and human rights NGOs to mobilize solidarity with 

Syrian hunger striker Brita Hagi Hasan who has maintained vigil 

outside of the UN headquarters in Geneva to denounce the 



 

horrendous crimes perpetrated by Syria’s incumbent regime and 

its Russian abettors against civilians north of Syria. 

47 activists around the world have reportedly joined the hunger 

strike.  

Meanwhile, the Palestinian Red Crescent Society at Haifa 

Hospital, in partnership with American Near East Refugee Aid (ANERA) 

announced the arrival of a group of American internists to carry 

out free medical checks for concerned patients on July 5. 

Palestinian refugees from Syria in Lebanon will reportedly benefit 

from the move. 

Nearly 28,000 Palestinian refugees from Syria seeking shelter in 

Lebanon have been subjected to dire socio-economic conditions 

and a precarious legal status as the Lebanese authorities continue 

to rebuff their appeals for legal visas and access to the local labor 

market. 


